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Remember This

for mixed chorus

When you are troubled, when you're alone, when life is heavy
When you are happy, when you are blessed, when all that happens

As quarried stone, seems for the best, remember, brother, sister, remember
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this, this, I will love you always. Remember this.

I live in your pleasure. Remember this.

sop.

There is a cross-singing. Who can return?

other parts: ooh (ooh). Who can return?

But who is speaking with my voice gone?

And I am singing inside your song.
There is a spirit that is never lost: "I love you always."

re-mem-ber this, re-mem-ber this, re-mem-ber this, this.

The image contains sheet music with musical notation and lyrics. The lyrics include phrases like "There is a spirit that is never lost: "I love you always.""